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The PBS series "The Power of Myth" first introduced Joseph Campbell as a primary influence on
Western culture. Myth Conceptions reveals this New Age thinker, probing what his ideas mean for
Christians. Tom Snyder looks at Campbell's influence on films, especially Steven Spielberg's, and
his view of "politically correct" truth, morality, and religious experience.

I have been reading the works of Joseph Campbell off and on for many years now. I say off and on
because it is only as I mature and experience more of the world's "transcendence" that I really start
to grasp what he's saying. In fact, I am proud to say that I can now get through the Power of Myth
series without rewinding the tapes more than once or twice. I feel like I should get some sort of
medal of honor in the mail for making it this far.

As I am always wont to hear legitimate (and opposing) criticism of the scholars that affect me, I
checked this book out of the library. It's hard to find someone who is critical of Joseph Campbell's
work and this seemed like one of the few published books (perhaps the only one) that dealt with
Campbell exclusively.

Imagine my disappointment when I ran across unsound logic on the part of the author, snippets of
Campbell's dialogues taken out of context and references that the author often defined as
controversial yet employed as the cornerstone for seminal arguments against Campbell's views. I
am by no means a student of logic, but I wasn't through the second chapter before I found myself



thinking, "But Snyder is guilty here of the very charge he's levied against Campbell!"

In an effort to be completely fair and honest, I did not finish this book, though it was thoroughly
perused. I felt my time was better spent on other ventures. I am also not a devout Christian who is
willing to accept the complete inerrancy of the Bible. But I was willing (even excited) to give Mr.
Snyder the floor to make his case time and time again. Too much "most scholars believe X, Y, Z but
the few Christian scholars who don't are the ones I'll be quoting to back up my own arguments." (Not
a direct quote...just my version of Snyder's thought process.)

I ultimately think that Mr. Snyder felt personally attacked by Joseph Campbell's views of Christianity
and went to great lengths to disprove them even though he sacrifices his own reputation to that end.
If you feel equally threatened by Campbell's lifetime investigation of world mythology, then this may
be the perfect book for you. Read more &rsaquo;

I've known the value of this book since its initial publication, &, unlike many books whose relevance
disappears almost at publication, as long as the erroneous ideas Campbell stands for remain
popular, this book remains as valuable today as then. One of the big distinctions between Snyder's
analysis of Campbell & Campbell's analysis of religion is that Snyder's approach is rational & logical
while Campbell's is subjective & relativistic. For Snyder, its whether or not a religion can affirm its
tenets in the facts of history, evidence, & reason. For Campbell, the reality or truthfulness of
religious tenets is irrelevant: what matters is how one's experience is enhanced & made more
positive.This makes it surprising to me that so many fans of Campbell get angry at Snyder's
criticisms & accuse him of being mean & trying to censor Campbell's ideas & opinions. If all
experience, religion included, is subjective & relativistic, then can't Campbell's fans let Snyder have
"his reality" that Campbell's world view is valueless? After all, who are they to tell him his experience
is invalid? Many critics of Snyder go so far as to say Snyder is advocating censorship by urging
those who agree w/him to encourage their local PBS outlets to quit airing Campbell's series that
parallels his written Power of Myth. No, censorship would be if Snyder tried to use the power of
government (laws, police, fines, imprisonment, etc.) to silence Campbell. What Snyder is urging is
that those who think their time, money, & attention are wasted on Campbell's products might want to
share their discovery w/others & help them conserve their assets by not investing in books, PBS
support, or other support of Campbell.

The most valuable contribution Snyder's book makes to the discussion of myth & religion is that at
least one religion, Christianity, claims to be not just myth, but historical, fact-based myth w/the power
to transform lives & even the world itself because it is fully engaged w/reality & true. Campbell can,
at best, offer only that religion -- any religion, no religion, any mixture of religion -- can make one feel
better, sleep more soundly, & be less fearful of the future -- regardless what reality today or reality
tomorrow really holds. I'll take Snyder's view. Read more &rsaquo;

At the time this book was published in 1995, Tom Snyder taught philosophy, aesthetics, social
science, and film at National University in Southern California. He wrote in the Preface, "It is
perfectly reasonable to assume... that even if you have never heard of Joseph Campbell, you have
probably met or heard someone supporting one of his popular ideas. Unfortunately, however, most
of Campbell's ideas are either irrational or factually false... This book was not written only for people
who know about Joseph Campbell and his ideas. It was also written for people who want to know
some basic truths about religion, philosophy, ethics, science, aesthetics, the origin of mankind,
western culture, Christianity, and the Bible. These are topics Campbell discussed... we are engaged
in a culture war over these ideas, which have become new sacred cows. Joseph Campbell, despite
his death, is still a major figure in this battle. This book is my contribution against the spirit of this
age."

He states that [Campbell's] view of myth is much too limited. It contradicts the opinions of other
well-respected myth scholars, including anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss, historian Mircea Eliade,
and literature professor C.S. Lewis. Campbell's view of myth also restricts the meaning of myth to a
subjective, personal, and emotional level. In doing so, it dilutes the timeless, universal quality of
myth." (Pg. 20) Later, he adds, "Unlike Campbell, Eliade doesn't try to make the cosmos into a god



of some kind. He only uses words like 'pure,' 'holy,' or 'sacred'; he doesn't try to say that the whole
cosmos and everything in it become part of 'a higher, all-suffusing, all informing principle of energy.'"
(Pg. 102)

He argues, "many of the people who spout this new pluralistic utopia can be just as dogmatic,
irrational, emotional, and intolerant as those they rail against. Joseph Campbell provides a perfect
example of this. He frequently attacks the three major monotheistic religions: Judaism, Christianity,
and Islam." (Pg. 44)

He admits, however, that "Not everything Campbell wrote or said was wrong. For instance, he
actually said some profound things about the human condition and about the role of heroes
throughout human history... I have found Campbell's structure about the hero [The Hero with a
Thousand Faces] very helpful in my own interpretation of many stories." (Pg. 52-53)
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As a leader in back-road touring, Tom Snyder's labor of love with fabled Route 66 has led more than
a quarter million travelers to rediscover the grand old highway, its towns, and its people. Tom has
lived and traveled throughout California and the Pacific Northwest for much of his life. Along the
way, he has worked as an oil-field swamper, a short-order cook, a sailing coach, and the director of
a nationwide program for children with special needs. A lapsed pilot and semiprudent motorcyclist,
Tom acknowledges a genetic weakness for open spaces and quick machines.
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